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By Rita Mae Brown

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 1999. Paperback. Condition: New.
Bantam Mass Mar. Language: English . Brand New Book. Mrs. Murphy digs into Virginia history--and
gets her paws on a killer. The most popular citizen of Virginia has been dead for nearly 170 years.
That hasn t stopped the good people of tiny Crozet, Virginia, from taking pride in every aspect of
Thomas Jefferson s life. But when an archaeological dig of the slave quarters at Jefferson s home,
Monticello, uncovers a shocking secret, emotions in Crozet run high--dangerously high. The
stunning discovery at Monticello hints a hidden passions and age-old scandals. As postmistress
Mary Minor Harry Haristeen and some of Crozet s Very Best People try to learn the identity of a
centuries-old skeleton--and the reason behind the murder--Harry s tiger cat, Mrs. Murphy, and her
canine and feline friends attempt to sniff out a modern-day killer. Mrs. Murphy and corgi Tee Tucker
will stick their paws into the darker mysteries of human nature to solve murders old and new--
before curiosity can kill the cat--and Harry Haristeen.
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ReviewsReviews

It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Tara Jerde-- Tara Jerde

This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Ophelia Wiegand I-- Prof. Ophelia Wiegand I
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